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Xulon Press, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on
Demand *****. The rural back water of Ladson, Georgia is refreshing, yet challenging new territory
for Seth Wisener. Not only is the change of setting compelling, Seth discovers he s in the middle of a
complex conflict between two polar opposites. Nathan Hammond, the massive black foreman of
the tobacco farm, establishes himself as a friend and mentor to Seth. Nathan, a man of the earth,
introduces Seth to a Christian life that both attracts and confuses Seth s privileged, secular bearing.
Enter Ramsey Wills, the last hire of the tobacco crew. It is at the point of complete revulsion to the
unpredictable, obnoxiously rude and seemingly racist Ramsey that Seth starts to see something
deeper in this young country boy. Through an unlikely, mutual interest in the movie, The Endless
Summer, Seth discovers the tragedy and insecurity that underpin young Ramsey s bravado. As the
summer heats up in the tobacco, Seth begins to find himself in the role of mentor. Seth tries to
teach Ramsey how to surf in Jacksonville. Failure here spurs Ramsey to vent on Nate with nasty
racial venom. A...
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Reviews
The ebook is easy in go through easier to recognize. We have study and i am certain that i will planning to read through once again once again in the
future. I am quickly will get a pleasure of studying a composed publication.
-- Pr of. Ada h Mer tz Sr .
This pdf is so gripping and fascinating. It really is rally intriguing throgh looking at period of time. I am pleased to tell you that this is basically the very best
publication we have go through within my personal lifestyle and might be he very best ebook for ever.
-- Eleonor e Muller DVM
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